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Bitspower Pre-bent 90-
Degree acrylic Hard Tube

OD14MM-Length
220x305MM

$21.95

Product Images

Short Description

During the building of a water-cooling system, bending tubes successfully often requires a high degree of
experience and craftsmanship. It was with this in mind that Bitspower's developed our Pre-bent 90-Degree
Acrylic Hard Tube, making building a new rig easier for water-cooling novices and experience builders alike.
The acrylic tube has been curved at a 90-degree angle, the 90-degree angles with additional straight tubing of
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220mm and 305mm on either side of the bend. The customer can simply cut the tubing to the appropriate
length and install it in their water-cooling system.

Description

Bitspower Pre-bent 90-Degree Acrylic Hard Tube

During the building of a water-cooling system, bending tubes successfully often requires a high degree of
experience and craftsmanship. It was with this in mind that Bitspower's developed our Pre-bent 90-Degree
Acrylic Hard Tube, making building a new rig easier for water-cooling novices and experience builders alike.
The acrylic tube has been curved at a 90-degree angle, the 90-degree angles with additional straight tubing of
220mm and 305mm on either side of the bend. The customer can simply cut the tubing to the appropriate
length and install it in their water-cooling system.

Specifications

Length: 220x305mm

Included: 4 pcs of Pre-bent 90-Degree acrylic Hard Tube OD14MM

*** Bitspower reserves the right to change the product design and interpretations. These are subject to
change without notice. Product colors and accessories are based on the actual product. ***

Additional Information

Brand Bitspower

SKU BP-CLT14-90R

Weight 3.0000

Color Clear

Tube Type Acrylic

Tube Size 14mm

Material Acrylic

Vendor SKU/EAN 4712914783592
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